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About This Game

WIN THE GAME: DO IT! - is a hardcore game. Try to finish the game without spending your nerves.

Features:

 Simple controls

 Pleasant music.

 Over 25+ levels.

 Hardcore gameplay.

 More than 2 hours of gameplay
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Title: WIN THE GAME: DO IT!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AFBIK Studio
Publisher:
AFBIK Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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doesnt start.............. It is basically an achievment free game.
No gameplay here.
2/10. \udb40\udc21. This is without doubt an idle game. There have been a little to no focus on gameplay and hitboxes. Cannot
recommend to people that is looking for a game to play.
This game can only be recommended to people that want easy achievements.. cant beat first level. other than that some work
went into the game is cool. i would suggest making the hitboxes for the saws a little bit smaller. other than that i like it. 6/10.
kinda\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tbh the hit boxxes are garbage and the achievement thing gets kinda boring and
repetitive after like 20min didnt go past level 1 cuz its so bad all tho for 40 cents i would make a better game on god damn
scratch
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what the ♥♥♥♥ is this?. Literally the same as the prequel, just another 25 levels. And since they didn't fix the hypersensitive
killer wheels, I still shall not recommend this game.

It could be so much better with so little work. (Not a programmer myself, but it seems like something that isn't to hard to fix).
Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%. Achievements. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If
you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly
recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing
achievements.. This isnt a real game, the hitboxes on the obsticals are horrible and you can't even get past the first level. All it is
is an achivement farming game. I dont recommend it unless you are an achievement farmer.. Why am I playing this..... This one
has the same concept and dynamics as the prevous version. Move a ball to a specific platform and hit next.

The need of hitting the next button (using the mouse) is quite annoying - this could be improved making "space" or any other
key be the trigger. However, I have pretty much the same review:

- Wrong hitboxes
- Bad controls
- Not difficult
- Annoying dynamics. Garbage game used to farm achievements. Sign me up.
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